Adweek ad tech partners inadvertently funding online disinformation
GDI has studied a selection of popular brand ads appearing beside disinformation.

This deck includes stories that have adversarial narratives about:
- Climate change is a “hoax” being used to push the apocalyptic “Great Reset”
- COVID-19 vaccines are “experimental” and more dangerous than the illness.
- Feminism is ruining society and women must return to traditional gender norms.
- “Jewish supremacy” must be dismantled
- COVID-19 was created in a Wuhan lab
- Globalist elite conspiracies
Adweek partners serving these ads

List of Adweek NYC 2021 partners: https://advertisingweek.com/event/awnewyork2021-partners/
Brands appearing beside and funding these stories:

Microsoft

FT

P&G

Amazon

Progressive

List of Adweek NYC 2021 sponsoring brands: [https://advertisingweek.com/event/awnewyork2021-partners/](https://advertisingweek.com/event/awnewyork2021-partners/)
We Must Dismantle Jewish Supremacy – Silence Is Not an Option

by Thomas Dalton PhD (Truth to Power)

ON 2 June 2020, Ben Cohen and Jerry Greenfield — the two notorious Jews of “Ben & Jerry’s Ice Cream” — released a formal corporate statement entitled “We must dismantle white supremacy” (here). This appalling, duplicitous, and hypocritical bit of anti-White propaganda expresses their “outrage” at the deaths of George Floyd and other Blacks, as a result of the “toxic seeds planted on the shores of our country in Jamestown in 1619,” when the first (Jewish-traded) slaves arrived in North America. Such deaths, they claim, are “perpetuated by a culture of white supremacy.” Floyd’s demise “was the predictable consequence of a racist and prejudiced [American] system and culture.”
First of all, Wuhan is a place and not a race, and to identify the coronavirus by its place of origin, like naming the Ebola Virus for a river in Zaire, is not racist or xenophobic — it’s merely accurate. There is no racism or xenophobia in labeling an infection “Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever” or calling something “Lyme Disease” after a nearby town in Connecticut.

What calling this latest virus the Wuhan Virus is a reminder of the multiple contagions China has spawned and released on an unsuspecting world. Nor is connecting some very big, ugly, and obvious dots just another conspiracy theory to be dismissed out of hand.

From the beginning China has been less than forthcoming about this virus and resisted sharing critical data and access to WHO and CDC specialists. And have we forgotten Dr. Li Wenliang, the 33-year-old ophthalmologist based in Wuhan, the epicenter of the contagion, who tried to tell the world that China was hiding something malevolent, only to be silenced and imprisoned by Chinese authorities for allegedly fabricating lies about the disease’s deadly potential? He would later die of the disease he tried to warn us about and the Chinese tried to keep under wraps.
Black Theologian Savages 'Demonic' Ideologies
Behind CRT, BLM and Antiracism

Describing the book, Brown said Baucham devotes several chapters to the ways that “CRT and the social justice movement twist traditional religious categories into a means by which to assert power. Characterizing the battles facing the U.S. as fundamentally spiritual, he deftly traces such philosophies to their origin in what he describes as the ‘demonic ideology’ of Karl Marx, Antonio Gramsci, and their neo-Marxist successors in the Frankfurt School.”
The sexual promiscuity that feminism peddles as a key to liberation pales in comparison to the love and lovemaking within a lasting marriage. Graglia shows how feminist insights into womanly restlessness point not to feminist conclusions but a world beyond the workplace in the patterns of eternity precisely when human beings are grounded in families.
The Globalists Are Coming!

It's time to hang a lantern in the Old North Church.

By Richard Higgins • July 21, 2020

We are now five years into an existential war for the soul of America—a war started not by a gunshot, but by a descending escalator. The battle that was enjoined has ebbed and flowed in various forms of sabotage, subversion, propaganda, sedition, and insurrection. Escalation is remorseless, with no end in sight. Confusion among the ranks of Americans is becoming routine.

How to regain our footing? Abraham Lincoln famously said, "if we could first know where we are, and whither we are tending, we could better judge what to do, and how to do it."

Well, there is no better time than the present.
The ad is the latest example of a new initiative by the Biden Administration to inject far-left identity politics into America's national security apparatus. The Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) has posted multiple similar recruiting videos on its official YouTube channel, featuring various minorities such as a Latina Millennial and a gay man preaching about identity politics. The videos received widespread criticism and ridicule online, with many pointing out that forcing such irrelevant politics into the intelligence community and military will only weaken America's national defense.
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